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Abstract 
 

Spike Response Function (SRF) plays an important role in the temporal coding Spiking Neural Network (SNN) as it has a significant role 

to determine when the neuron should fire. This paper studies the important role of the SRF in the SNN learning stability. It proposes a 

novel method to find out the rules to update delay for each class to make SRF stable, and then using these rules to update delay and 

weight simultaneously at the SNN learning rule. This method updates the delay depending on the local result to make SRF stable. The 

main issue of this paper is to put forward the idea that weight and delay parameters could and need to be updated simultaneously to make 

both SRF and SNN stable during the learning process. The delay rules strategy which have been found could be used for pattern recogni-

tion application which use SNN. The limitation of this work is that; getting the updating delay rules depends on a sample data from each 

class and the way of selecting the rules. 
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1. Introduction 

Spiking Neural Network (SNN) is the third generation of neural 

networks; it is computationally more powerful than the previous 

two generations of neural network models [1]. Experimental evi-

dence has accumulated during the last few years, something that 

indicates that many biological neural systems use the timing of 

single action potentials ("spikes") to encode information [2]. 

These experimental results from neurobiology have led to the 

investigation of the third generation of neural network models 

which employ spiking neurons (or "integrate-and-fire neurons") as 

computational units [1]. Maass [1] has analyzed the computational 

power of networks of spiking neurons with regard to temporal 

coding with single spikes. It turns out that this computational 

model has at least the same computational power as neural nets of 

the first two generations with similar size. These mathematical 

models for spiking neurons do not provide a complete description 

of the extremely complex computational function of a biological 

neuron. Rather, like the computational units of the previous two 

generations of neural network models, these are simplified models 

that. 

focus on just a few aspects of biological neurons. However, in 

comparison with the previous two models, they are substantially 

more realistic. In particular, they describe much better the actual 

output of a biological neuron. Hence this allows the researcher to 

investigate on a theoretical level the possibilities of using time as a 

resource for a computation and communication [1]. 

However, a mathematically rigorous analysis of the computational 

power of networks of spiking neurons has so far been missing [1]. 

Maass [1] believes that such analysis will be helpful in under-

standing the organization of computations in complex biological 

neural systems. Spiking neuron networks have turned out to be 

very powerful [1], but there is still not much known about possible 

learning and higher computational mechanisms [3]. 

The remaining body of this paper consists of four sections. Section 

(2) shows the related works. Section (3) shows the importance of 

Spike Response Function stability. Section (4) explains the meth-

od of finding the delay rules to update delay and weight simulta-

neously. Finally, the discussion is given in section (5). 

2. Related Works 

The algorithms which have been proposed by [4-16] alters the 

weight for learning, while [3,7,12,17] alters the delay. Awadalla & 

Abdellatif Sadek [18] method depends on four steps, each one 

depends on the previous. Their steps are: synaptic weights update, 

synaptic delay update, synaptic time constant update and neuron 

threshold update. Their algorithm encounters a high computational 

and time cost due to their strategy. 

Updating weight and delay simultaneously was an important issue 

which appeared in the literature as a missing solution for it [3-20], 

to the best of the author’s knowledge none of them has found a 

way to do so. 

3. Spike Response Function Stability 

The spike response model (SRM) is a general leaky-integrate-and-

fire model. The leaky-integrate-and-fire model describes the bio-

physical mechanisms of the neuron mostly by means of its mem-
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brane potential [21]. Furthermore, this model gives great im-

portance to the time lap taken from the last firing event. The mod-

el describes the state of a neuron j  at time t  by the state variable 

( )j t . 

Suppose that the spike response function ( )st  which describes 

the internal state of neuron [21] is given by the equation (1) and 

described in Figure 1: 

1

( ) ;

( )

where 0

st

a
st

st e
a

st t input delay

a


−

= 

= − +



 
(1) 

 
Fig. 1: Spike Response Function 

 

For a spiking neuron j  the potential at time t  is defined by the 

equation (2): 

( ) ( )
j

n

j ji ji i ji

i

u t w t t d


=  − −  (2) 

 

By looking at equation (2), SRF and weight plays a main role in 

determining the output value which determines which neuron will 

fire. The st  parameter which passes to the function needs to be 

studied in such a way to make it stable during the learning 

process. Three parameters pass through ( )st  which are (t, input 

and delay) as appeared in equation (1). The first two are stable 

which means that the delay parameter which passed as a parameter 

in the SRF plays a hiding role in the learning and needs to be 

studied to make it stable during learning process. 

After presenting the input pattern to the SNN, the neuron which 

has first been fired is found; the weight will be updated using 

learning algorithm technique to update weight whether to decrease 

it or to increase it depends on some condition. 

Now, the question is: if the network feeds by the same inputs after 

updating the weights, will the same winner neuron fire again first; 

especially if it was in the correct class? 

To clarify this idea, this scenario is studied: suppose that the 

neuron which has first been fired belongs to the correct class, 

which means if the network feeds with the same inputs after 

updating the weight using the learning rules used, the question is: 

will the same neuron fire again first which is in the correct class? 

There is no guarantee that if the network feeds with the same input 

after updating the weight using learning rules, the same winner 

neuron in the correct class will be fired again first; and there is no 

SNN learning algorithm guaranteeing so. 

However, there is something interesting in the SNN which needs 

to be studied well, that is, updating the weight will normally let 

the internal state of the neuron i.e. SRF ( )st  change, and that 

will lead the winning time of the neuron change dramatically, 

which means that the winning time changed in unexpected and 

unpredictable manner because of ( )st  behaviour. 

Therefore, the objective of this paper is to study how the ( )st  

could be stable after updating the weight, verify the role of ( )st  

in the learning process, and reach to the stage to update delay and 

weight simultaneously at the learning rule. To do so, the rules of 

updating the delay parameter need to be obtained, then discover 

the relation between the class type and the behaviour of ( )st , 

and put up the rules for updating the delay at the learning rule. So 

by this way, the weight and delay parameters would be updated 

simultaneously at the learning rule and that is the main objective 

in this paper. With this finding, more research is needed on updat-

ing weight and delay simultaneously in SNN learning algorithm. 

4. Identifying Delay Rules Proposed Method 

For easy analysis and implementation, a simple method has been 

used, n  records have randomly been selected from each class 

type as a sample data, a tracking number for updating delay rule is 

used for each class type to select the most frequent updating rule 

repeated during the learning process for each class type. 

If the neuron fires at 
winnertime wtst st= , when the network feeds with 

the same input after updating the weight, the neuron could fire at 
1

( ,  or )

( , 1 or 1)

stepst

wt wt step wt step

wt wt wt

st st st st st

st st st

=
− + ⎯⎯⎯→

− +
, one step back and 

forward 
wtst  is used here to choose the delay rule for ease of 

implementation, as after updating the weight and feed the SNN 

with the same record, the neuron is expected to not fire far away 

from the previous and subsequent stage, and it is almost enough to 

show that the delay needs to be updated to make SRF stable. 

Delay rule is the rule to update delay at the learning rule through 

finding out the maximum times ( , 1 or 1)wt wt wtst st st− +  appears 

using n  records selected for each class. 

4.1. Steps to make SRF and though SNN learning stable 

Five steps to make SRF and though SNN learning stable are 

presented in Figure 2, and discussed in detail as follows: 

Step1. Processing Stage (Find Old Winner).

Step 4. Update Delay Rule.

Step 5. Choose Delay Rule for Class(i).

Step 3. Spike Response Function Behavior.

Step 2. Update Weight.

Update

Weight and Delay 

Simultaneously

 
Fig. 2: General site-specific proposed to make SRF stable 

4.1.1. Processing stage (finding old winner oldwinner ) 

After selecting n  records randomly from each class as a sample 

data, one by one record feeds to the SNN to find out the winning 

neuron during the learning cycle for Class i ; min max[ , ]Input tc tc , 

min max[ , ]Delay d d . Where mind  and maxd  refer to the minimum 

and maximum value of delay, mintc  and maxtc  refer to the 

minimum and maximum value of the temporal coding assigned 

experimentally. 
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After finding the winning neuron, the spike time of the winning 

neuron 
wtst  is kept as a reference for future use. The pseudo code 

for this stage is in Figure 3. 

 

Step 1: 

Present a training input pattern from Class i  to the SNN. 

Step 2: 

FOR each t   DO 

 Update the synapse potential. 

 Update the output. 

WHILE t timewindow    

Step 3: Find winner (call it 
oldwinner ). 

Fig. 3: Pseudo code for processing stage 

4.1.2. Update weight 

Updating the weights is performed by using a learning algorithm 

technique for a classification task. There is no specific learning 

algorithm that has been selected from the literature to apply this 

technique, as the objective is to discuss the importance of SRF and 

the proposed technique in order to determine the delay rules that 

will aid in reaching the point in which the SNN learning algorithm 

is able to simultaneously update the weight and delay values. 

4.1.3. Spike response function behavior 

After updating the weights, the SNN again feeds back with the 

same record, which has been used before to study the ( )st  be-

havior whether it is static or dynamic through seeing whether the 

same neuron, which has been won before 
oldwinner , wins again 

newwinner . Here are two cases that need to be addressed: The first 

one is that the 
oldwinner  is in the correct class; and the second 

case is if the 
oldwinner  is in the incorrect class, the pseudo code 

for the two cases are in Figure 4. 

In the first case, two cases need to be studied: the first one is if the 

newwinner  is the same as 
oldwinner , here ( )st  is stable; so it just 

needs to update the delay rule track number that no change on the 

delay rule has been done in this case and then return to the learn-

ing algorithm with new input data. The second one is if the 

newwinner  is not the same as the 
oldwinner ; here ( )st  needs to be 

stabilized. The winning neuron needs to be found at 1wtst −  and 

1wtst +  in one step back and one step forward only; for ease of 

analysis and implementation. 

So, three cases need to be addressed and studied: the first one is 

finding the winner at 1wtst − ,  if 
oldwinner  is the same as the 

newwinner , that is, the ( )st  needs to be stabilized by updating the 

delay rule, and then updating the track number whose rule needs 

to be updated. The second is to find the winner at 1wtst + , if the 

oldwinner  is same as the newwinner , that is, the ( )st  needs to be 

stabilized by updating the delay rule, and then updating track 

number whose rule needs to be updated. The third case is if the 

winning neuron at 1wtst −  and 1wtst +  is not the same as the 

oldwinner , that is, if the winning neuron could be at wtst n−  or 

wtst n+  where max2,3,...,n st= , nothing is to be done in this case 

as mentioned earlier in this paper that one step back and one step 

forward has been taken for ease of analysis and implementation. 

In the second case, two cases need to be studied: the first one is if 

the newwinner  is same as oldwinner ; here ( )st  needs to be stabi-

lized. The winning neuron needs to be found at 1wtst −  and 

1wtst +  in only one step back and one step forward for ease of 

analysis and implementation as follows; three cases need to be 

addressed and studied: the first one is to find the winner at 1wtst − , 

if the 
newwinner  is in the correct class, that is, the ( )st  needs to 

be stabilized by updating the delay, so it needs to update the delay 

rule track. The second one is to find the winner at 1wtst + , if the 

newwinner  is in the correct class, that is, the ( )st  needs to be 

stabilized by updating the delay, so it needs to update the delay 

rule track. The third one, if the winning neuron is at 1wtst −  and 

1wtst +  not in the correct class, that is, if the winning neuron 

could be at 
wtst n−  or 

wtst n+  where 
max2,3,...,n st= , in this 

case nothing is to be done in this method. The second case is if the 

newwinner  is not the same as the 
oldwinner : If 

newwinner  is in the 

correct class, so it just needs to update the delay rule track, or else 

return to the learning algorithm with new input data 
 

A. If 
oldwinner  is in the correct class: 

 a.
old newwinner = winner  

 Go to update delay rule (section 4.4). 

 b. 
old newwinner winner ( ( )st dynamic) 

 Case (1): 

 Update the synapse potential at 
wtst - 1  

 Update the output at 
wtst - 1  

 Find winner at 
wtst - 1  

 If 
old newwinner = winner Go to update delay rule 

(section 4.4). 

 Case (2): 

 Update the synapse potential at 
wtst +1  

 Update the output at 
wtst +1  

 Find winner at 
wtst +1  

 If 
old newwinner = winner  Go to update delay rule 

(section 4.4). 

 Case (3): 

 If neither Case (1) nor Case (2) then return to the 

learning algorithm with new input data from Class 

i. 

B. If 
oldwinner is in the incorrect class: 

 a. 
old newwinner = winner  

 Case (1): 

 Update the synapse potential at wtst - 1  

 Update the output at 
wtst - 1  

 Find winner at 
wtst - 1  

 If 
newwinner is in the correct class Go to update 

delay rule (section 4.4). 

 Case (2): 

 Update the synapse potential at 
wtst +1  

 Update the output at 
wtst +1  

 Find winner at wtst +1  

 If newwinner is in the correct class Go update delay 

rule (section 4.4). 

 Case (3): 

 If neither Case (1) nor Case (2) then return to the 

learning algorithm with new input data from Class 

i. 

 b. old newwinner winner  

 If newwinner is in the correct class go to update delay 

rule (section 4.4), else return to the learning algorithm 

with new input data from Class i. 

Fig. 4: Pseudo code proposed for SRF behavior 

 

. 
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4.1.4. Update delay rule 

To stabilize the SRF, only one of three delay rules will be updat-

ed; these are 
1new olddly dly= , 

2
1new olddly dly= −  or 

3
1new olddly dly= +  where 

1newdly , 
2newdly  and 

3newdly  represent the 

track number for how many times the delay rule repeated during 

the learning cycle; and here three cases will be studied as shown in 

Figure 5. 

 

Step1: Tracking delay rules parameter:

1

2

3

1

1

new old

new old

new old

dly dly

dly dly

dly dly

 =


= −


= +

  

Step 2: 

IF winner fires at 

wtst 
1new ++dly  

ELSE IF winner fires at 

wtst - 1
if ;  

if 

 

 ;  

 

 

2

3

wt wt max wt new

wt wt max wt new

st (st ) (st ) dly

st (st ) (st ) dly

 

 

 + +


 + +



 
 

ELSE IF winner fires at 

wtst +1
if ;  

if 

 

 ;  

 

 

3

2

wt wt max wt new

wt wt max wt new

st (st ) (st ) dly

st (st ) (st ) dly

 

 

 + +


 + +



 
 

Step 3: Then return to the learning algorithm with new 

input data from Class i. 

Fig. 5: Pseudo code proposed for updating delay rule 

 

The first case is if the 
newwinner  neuron fires at 

wtst , the delay 

rule 
1newdly  will remain the same. The second case is if the 

newwinner  neuron fires at 1wtst − , the delay will be updated as 

follows; if the 
wtst  is greater than 

max( )st , the delay will be de-

creased one step, or else it will be increased one step. The third 

case is if the newwinner  neuron fires at 1wtst + , the delay will be 

updated as follows; if the 
wtst  is greater than 

max( )st , the delay 

will increase one step, or else will decrease one step. The delay 

change range would be [ , ]step stepdly n st dly n st−  +  . 

4.1.5. Choosing delay rule for class i 

Finally, choosing the delay rule for each Class i is carried out 

using equation (3) as follows: 

1 2 3( ) ( ( , , ))new new newClass i SelectRule Max dly dly dly=  (3) 

 

The maximum value within 
1newdly , 

2newdly  and 
3newdly  is selected 

and employed in the learning rule to update the delay for class i . 

Next, it returns to the processing stage with another class to de-

termine its delay rule. In other words, after the learning cycle is 

complete for all the records that have been selected for class i (e.g., 

if 10n =  records have been selected from each class, and three 

delay rules could be applied (
1newdly , 

2newdly  or 
3newdly )); if the 

delay rule 
1newdly  is repeated 3 times, 2 times for rule 

2newdly , and 

5 times for rule 
3newdly ; Rule 

3newdly will be selected to reflect the 

behavior of ( )st  for class i , as the track number is the maxi-

mum. (i.e.) for class i , the delay rule will be 
3newdly . Further 

investigation is required to select n  to tackle the situation where 

the repeated times for two rules are equal. 

 

 

 

4.2. Update weight and delay simultaneously 

After finding out all delay rule for each class, these rules will be 

used for updating weight and delay simultaneously at the learning 

rule. The learning rule will be as shown in Figure 6. 

 

A. Update weight (as used in the learning algorithm rule 

for classification). 

B. Update delay. 

IF the winner belongs to: 

 Case 1: Apply the reflecting updating delay rule for 

class 1. 

Case 2: Apply the reflecting updating delay rule for 

class 2. 

… 

Case 
classN : Apply the reflecting updating delay 

rule for class 
classN  

END IF. 

Fig. 6: The basic steps proposed of updating weight and delay 

 

Updating delay does not depend on the state if the winner in the 

correct or incorrect class. The delay rule is founded for both cases 

when the neuron in the correct or incorrect class (Refer to 4.3). So 

the updating delay rules will be as in step 2. 

5. Discussion 

Two main issues at this paper have been studied. Firstly, the hid-

ing role of SRF during the learning process and the need to make 

it stable during the learning process. Secondly, the need to update 

weight and delay simultaneously at the main learning rule to make 

SNN learning rule stable. 

This paper proves logically that SRF plays an important role in the 

temporal coding SNN as it has a significant role to determine 

when the neuron should fire. An SNN learning stability is an im-

portant issue that needs to be improved by finding out the parame-

ters which play an important role during the learning process 

without taking care of assigning those parameters carefully, as the 

role of those parameters is still a going debate. 

6. Conclusion  

SRF stability guides this research study to come to the point where 

weight and delay would be updated simultaneously at the learning 

rule to make SNN learning stable as much as possible, which is 

the main objective of this paper. 
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